See your local dealer for more TFO Angler’s Tools.

Clamp Catch & Release

De-Barb Plier

Fish Print Tools

Stainless Steel Nippers

Knot Tool

Diamond Hook File

Fish Print Tools / Gift Box

See the complete line of
TFO Angler’s Tools at

www.templeforkoutfitters.ca

AC NEED

TFO NEEDLE ‘N’ TUBE
The Needle ‘N’ Tube design allows for the needle to stay in the tube as long as it hangs on
the lanyard. If you carry it in a pocket make a half hitch as below or roll the lanyard on the
tube and tuck butt end in space between the lanyard guides and fastening.

Fast Nail Knot

Tube Nail Knot

Use the needle as a support to tie this knot.

This is the knot to use if your tapered leader
has knotted sections.
1. Hold the tube in left hand. Place the tag
end of fly line on tube. Place butt end of
leader on tube allowing 5-6 inches to make
coils. Wrap 5-6 snug turns as shown.

1.

2. Push butt end of leader into tube as far as
possible.

2.

3. Hold assembly firmly, slide it off tube. Pull
ends tight to imbed wraps in finish of fly line.

LEADER

BUTT END

TUBE

1. Lay the fly line tag end and the leader, as
shown, holding the assembly with the left
hand thumb and forefinger.
2. Using the right hand, grasp the leader
butt extension and wrap 5 turns snugly back
toward the hilt.

1.

4. Clip ends close, coat knot with
fisherman’s glue.
4.

4. Slip knot assembly off needle and tighten
hard to imbed wraps into fly line finish. Clip
ends close and coat knot with fisherman’s
knot glue.

FLY LINE

HILT
TAG END

2.

3. Holding the coils in place, pull up slack
of tag end and butt end of leader.
3.

NEEDLE

3.

4.

